Simulation as an educational strategy to acquire surgical skills
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Surgery is a branch of medicine that over the last 50 years has had a highly accelerated evolution and has become less traumatic and mutilating. However, due to the appearance of new endoscopic procedures, together with limitations in terms of equipment and innovative instruments, the learning of minimally invasive surgical abilities and skills has not achieved the safety it requires. The use of medical services entails a high risk that involves a mortality of 1 in 1000 cases per year; in contrast, commercial airline services add up to 1 in one million. On the other hand, medical error was reported to be the third cause of death in 2016, only below problems of cardiac origin and cancer1. For this reason, today it is no longer possible to learn exclusively in front of the patient, but there is a search for educational strategies that favor an adequate learning of surgery with minimal risk to patients.

According to a study published by Mattar2, 21% of residents are not ready for operating, 30% are not able to perform a laparoscopic cholecystectomy by themselves, 24% do not early identify signs of complications, 30% are not able to manipulate tissues in an atraumatic way, 26% do not recognize anatomical planes and 56% do not adequately carry out suture procedures. On the other hand, schedule restrictions start to exist for residents, and they have increasingly less exposure to patients and to surgical procedures. All this has led to the search for educational strategies that enable the acquisition of surgical abilities and skills in models other than patients. For this reason, simulation has emerged as an educational strategy in medicine, which is a training methodology that reproduces reality in a controlled environment and the purpose of which is to acquire and improve professional, communication, coordination, leadership and, especially, psychomotor competences3.

Simulation for the acquisition of surgical skills has the following objectives: practicing all the skills demanded by the professional curriculum, standardize the indispensable surgical procedures from an educational point of view, repeat the practices as many times as necessary and, consequently, increase patient safety. The benefits of simulation are: learning in a controlled environment, free of risks and adverse consequences for the patient, errors that can occur and that are unacceptable in clinical practice with the patient, can be allowed in a simulation, analyzing and discussing the error and offering the opportunity for its correction4; it decreases the time of student’s learning curve; and economic resources, materials and operating room equipment are optimized and saved.

It is important to remember that we are not talking of a new strategy, given that since 2300 years ago, Susruta was the first one to use simulation, making incisions in a melon or with the use of linen dolls to practice dressings. However, current simulation must be well standardized and clearly cover the learning objectives. Simulation should have three fundamental stages5.
Cognitive stage: in this stage, how, what for and why to work in the simulator and its educational rules will be known.

Integrated stage: the student performs the maneuvers as many times as necessary until he/she dominates them.

Autonomous stage: manual movements are already performed with dexterity and automatically.

We can add a fourth stage, which is evaluation, where demonstrating that the practiced skill was correctly learnt is intended, for which we need fair and objective evaluation systems.

There are different types of simulation. There is non-biological simulation, which is performed on inanimate objects of different materials, for example, a synthetic arm in which incisions and sutures are repeatedly made. There are more complex simulators, with computerized systems that enable them to recreate different pathological processes and even talk. There are also virtual simulators, especially for minimally invasive surgical skills, where basic bimanual and eye-hand depth exercises are performed, in addition to surgical procedures such as cholecystectomy, appendectomy, hysterectomy, prostatectomy or arthroscopy of the knee and shoulder. And there are even simulators for robotic surgery. Biological simulators can be made out of inert or hybrid animal segments (biological and non-biological), of pig-type live animal or corpse-like inert human material; the latter, thanks to the new preservation techniques, turns out to be a high-fidelity simulator, its use for training offers reality on human anatomy and tissue manipulation and, in addition, the same human inert model can be used for different procedures, although it has some disadvantages, such as the cost, absence of bleeding and rather limited availability.

Numerous works have appeared over the past 10 years supporting the qualities of the use of simulation. For example, Draycott et al. 7 compared, in a retrospective, observational, comparative study, shoulder dystocia problems secondary to a cesarean section, before and after training with simulation, showing that, prior to the course, 17% of newborns suffered brachial plexus excessive traction, and 7%, of a lesion thereof, while in the group that received simulation, only 9% experienced excessive traction and the brachial plexus lesion decreased to 2.3%. In laparoscopic surgery, residents who received simulation training through virtual models have been shown to acquire better quality in their surgical skills and abilities in comparison with those who did not practice simulation of any kind. It has also been demonstrated that, comparing residents who received simulation with endotrainer versus those who received simulation with virtual reality, the latter had significant improvements in their abilities. In a work carried out by Cox, 9 residents of three groups were compared: without simulation exercises, with virtual simulation and with simulation in an animal model. Those who did practice in an animal model achieved a shorter time to perform a laparoscopic cholecystectomy, and their surgical performance was superior to that of the other two groups, with decision making also being improved, demonstrating that the pig model provides fidelity and there is availability thereof; its disadvantages were high cost and anatomical differences. In neurosurgery, 10, using 40-kg pigs, 97% of residents learned to handle complications, improved dissection of brain tissue and learned hemostasis and bleeding control by suction, concluding that the live-swine model offers an adequate experience for working on a pulsating and bleeding brain. In orthopedics, 11, simulations in synthetic models were shown to improve ability for arthroscopy, and it was concluded that simulation improves surgical performance in the real patient. Currently, the use of models with 3D printer has shown different advantages: the simulator is similar to the patient, the surgical act is practiced as many times as necessary, it enables the surgeon to plan the surgery and know possible complications and how to if the occur, and even how to avoid them; but as disadvantages there is the absence of bledding, limited availability of textures with current materials and its elevated cost.

With regard to finding a more accurate evaluation system by means of which we can confirm the acquisition of the taught skill, there are options, such as checklists and expert evaluation. With a two-camera system and marking the instruments that provide a computer record of movements, associated with mathematical analyses, movements were compared between medical undergraduate students, general surgery residents and expert surgeons with years of experience in laparoscopic surgery, which allowed objective evaluation of the following parameters: bimanual dexterity, trajectory length, perception of depth, acceleration, area energy and others. Thus, it was possible to see the number and quality of movements of each one of the evaluated subjects, whereby a more objective parameter is obtained to evaluate the acquisition of surgical skills in laparoscopy.
Needless to say, simulation for the acquisition of skills and abilities requires a complex and expensive infrastructure, which includes different surgical rooms, an animal facility with certified and trained staff to manipulate the living biological models and an amphitheater with current procedures for tissue preservation, which should comply with the regulations certificating and health institutions request; therefore, large simulation centers should be centralized in postgraduate educational institutions. It is important mentioning that, in these centers, not only surgical skills are acquired but, at the same time, the most current surgical procedures and the most innovative instruments and equipment are being known.

Finally, we will say that any simulation model is useful, regardless of how simple, sophisticated, cheap or expensive it is, and as long as we keep in mind what the learning purposes are. In addition, it has been demonstrated that surgical skills and abilities acquisition is faster, that education becomes the sole objective of the exercise and that simulation is an ethical necessity, since patients are protected and are not an educational object.
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